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CONFINE YOUR SOFTWAREJails are FreeBSD’s most legendary feature: known to be

powerful, tricky to master, and cloaked in decades of dubious lore. Deploying jails calls upon

every sysadmin skill you have, and more—but unleashing lightweight virtualization is so worth

it.FreeBSD Mastery: Jails cuts through the clutter to expose the inner mechanisms of jails and

unleash their power in your service.You will:•Understand how jails achieve lightweight

virtualization•Understand the base system’s jail tools and the iocage toolkit•Optimally configure

jail hardware•Manage jails from the host and from within the jail•Optimize disk space usage to

support hundreds or thousands of jails•Comfortably work within the limits of jails•Implement

fine-grained control of jail features•Build virtual networks•Deploy hierarchical jails•Constrain jail

resource usage•And more!Strip away the mystery. Read FreeBSD Mastery: Jails today!“This is

the sequel to Git Commit Murder, right ?” /phk, creator of the jail system
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Liz.Foreword by Poul-Henning KampThis morning I received 'daily run output' emails from 34

FreeBSD systems: From my laptop, five hardware systems, four virtual machine systems and

from 24 jails.My CO2 footprint would be much larger if I hadn't come up with jails twenty years

ago, but that was not /quite/ why I invented jails, the driver was more efficient use of hardware

and rack-space, but the security value of the one-way-mirror rapidly overshadowed that.On the

Archimedes Scale of intellectual breakthroughs, jails measure around "one slightly damp

washcloth": The breakthrough idea of having a private origin for a namespace was made in

chroot(2), I just thought of writing some code to do that with more namespaces.It was only

after I had done it, that I realized that imperfect almost always beats perfect virtualization, and

the rest of the world seems to agree. At least people have taken that core insight and run like

mad with it: Solaris Zones, Docker, Containers, Unikernels and so on.That stuff may have

jumped the shark a bit and there is a YouTube video (PivpCKEiQOQ) with the memorable line

"You're a bunch of node.js hipsters that just HAVE to install everything you read on Hacker

News" you may want to watch.This book is about the real thing, FreeBSD jails, and if you are

anything like me, you will find that jails is a wonderful tool to have in the toolchest: Less CO2

than hardware, simpler than VMs, almost no overhead and more flexible than even I ever

imagined jails would become.But to be honest: All those 'daily run output' emails can be a bit of

an annoyance.Poul-HenningChapter 0: IntroductionWhen I first became a system

administrator, operating system installations were vital. Servers cost tens of thousands of

dollars, and a medium-sized office had only one or two. Initial installations were rare events

that senior sysadmins performed themselves—and with good reason, because everyone

endured those decisions for five or ten years. We parsimoniously partitioned disks to balance

performance and space utilization. We tuned or even rebuilt kernels to hoard every scrap of

memory for our precious applications. What we’d today call routine updates and upgrades were



tricky, dangerous events that required meticulous planning, several meetings, and hours or

days of scheduled downtime.Today, operating system installs are as common as sneezes and

come in almost as many varieties. Virtualization has revolutionized system administration more

than any other technology. We automatically deploy virtual systems to support increased load,

and auto-destroy them once the need passes. The sheer number of operating system installs

I’m responsible for would have horrified twentieth-century me.Virtualization and

JailsVirtualization separates an operating system install from the underlying hardware, allowing

you to stack operating system instances on top of one another. The operating system instance

installed directly on the computer is called the host. The virtualization software running on the

host provides virtual hardware for further operating system installs, called virtual machines or

guests.Full virtualization creates a virtual machine, from the BIOS or UEFI on up, for operating

system installs. The virtualization system provides a keyboard, mouse, and remote console

(usually over VNC or a similar protocol). The virtual machine gets a chunk of disk space, either

on top of the host’s filesystem or passed through to a disk partition. A subset of the host’s

memory gets set aside for the virtual machine. Full virtualization lets you run many wildly

different operating systems simultaneously on one host. FreeBSD’s full virtualization server,

bhyve, lets you run anything from Linux to Microsoft Windows on a FreeBSD host.Lightweight

virtualization uses its own userland programs but runs on the host’s kernel. Lightweight virtual

machines don’t have private disks, but instead use part of the host’s filesystem. The host

provides any networking. The host’s kernel directs the lightweight virtual machine’s memory,

processor time, and networking. Lightweight virtual machines on the same host can share

filesystems with one another. While the lightweight virtual machine cannot access the host, the

host can usually access the lightweight virtual machine.FreeBSD’s jails were the first

lightweight virtualization system in open source Unix. Their capabilities have been continuously

enhanced since their introduction in 2000. Today’s jails can run their own network stacks and

packet filters, have private ZFS datasets, and do anything except run a different kernel. The

modern FreeBSD kernel supports binary interfaces for FreeBSD versions back to FreeBSD 4,

as well as certain versions of Linux. This compatibility is a great way to ditch that scary old

hardware while keeping a vital application running.Any time you see the word “host,” it refers to

the operating system install providing jail services. A host is the bottom layer of the stack of

operating systems. The word “jail” refers to a lightweight virtual machine running on the

host.Jails versus ChrootsJails have been called “chroots on steroids.” That’s not wrong, but it’s

not wholly correct either.Chroot, or changed root, locks a process into a subset of a filesystem,

restricting the files it can access. Chroots limit how much damage a deranged or damaged

process can inflict on the host. At one time, chrooting servers to proactively contain intruders

was a commonly recommended practice.1 Today it’s still an easy way to minimize potential

damage, but not so widely recommended.Chroot directories only contain files the chrooted

program needs. Does the program need a shell? If not, don’t put /bin/sh in the chroot. The

same goes for every other program, shared library, and script on the host. An intruder who

compromises a properly chrooted small program won’t be able to do much with her access.

Some servers, like OpenSSH’s sshd(8), chroot themselves into an empty directory to

thoroughly handicap potential intruders.While a chroot limits disk access, it does nothing to

restrict network access. A chrooted program can access all of the host’s network interfaces and

IP addresses. It shares the same process and memory space with all the other processes.

Security tools like privilege separation and dropping privileges can help, but a chrooted

daemon can still access a whole bunch of resources that aren’t the filesystem.Jails unshare

these resources.What Is A Jail?A jail is a collection of namespace transformations.Uh, what?



Unix has many different named entities, each meant for a particular type of application. Each

entity has a discrete namespace. Process IDs are a namespace—each PID is unique within it.

The filesystem is a unique namespace, and each file path is unique within it. An IP address

attached to the host is unique in the network namespace. Usernames are unique. Just as a

single operating system install can’t have two PID 100s, it can’t have two files named /etc/

passwd or attach 203.0.113.1 to multiple interfaces. You can create two identical usernames,

but it won’t end well.A jail creates new namespaces for each of these.Much like a chroot, a jail

has a root directory somewhere on the host’s filesystem. You might assign /var/www1 as the

root directory for the jail www1. Processes inside the jail think the contents of /var/www1 are in

the root directory. While a FreeBSD install can only have one /etc/passwd file, jailed processes

see /var/www1/etc/passwd as /etc/passwd. The host knows of many passwd files across the

filesystem, but a jailed process perceives only its own namespace.A chroot-style

transformation won’t work on the network. A jail is granted limited access to the host’s network

stack, and can use only the IP addresses the host permits. The host might have the whole IP

range 198.51.100.1 through 254 attached to a NIC, but if a jail is only allocated 198.51.100.99,

running ifconfig em0 in the jail displays only 198.51.100.99. The host, though, can use the jail’s

IP address. If the host sysadmin wants to send a ping from a jail’s IP, she can hijack that IP.

The jail has no such option. (You can allocate a jail a private network stack, as we’ll see in

Chapter 9, but even that’s subordinate to the host.)Rather like the network stack, process IDs

are unique across the host. Each jail gets a slice of the process namespace. Jailed processes

can affect only other processes within that jail’s process namespace. The host can create,

signal, terminate, and otherwise twiddle processes in any jail’s namespace.The root user

inside a jail is not the same as the root user of the host. A jail’s root account can start and stop

that jail’s processes, administer that jail’s users, and even mount filesystems inside the jail if

the host permits, but is helpless beyond the jail.A jail is wholly subordinate to the host. Even if

an intruder gains access to the jailed system, the host retains supervisory access and can

intervene. Think of it like a literal jail cell. The inmates can freely use their own bed. The warden

gets a one-way mirror that looks into the cell and can impose changes at will.Most jail

documentation assumes that you’ll put a complete operating system install in a jail, but that’s

not necessary. You can populate a jail sparsely enough to make the most hard-core chroot fan

nod approvingly.Jail SecuritySome people argue that jails are not secure. Others claim they are

secure. Who’s right?To be simultaneously correct and useless: both of them.Like all security

matters, the answer is “it depends.” Today’s sysadmins practice in an environment where

everything is a security risk. We can’t trust our hardware, our operating systems, or our

software. Every so often, someone figures out a way to escape hypervisors. Developers patch

and we all move on. So jails are not secure.The solution isn’t to rely on bare metal. A FreeBSD

security expert spotlighted a class of problems with Intel processors back in 2005 that recently

reached critical mass. Even if your main CPU is solid, what about all the other hardware?

Nowadays, many server components have their own operating system. You can attach a serial

console to the proper pins on a hard drive and get a command prompt.Nothing is secure.

Everything is terrible.Asking if a jail is secure means asking about your application, your

environment, and your risks. Should you provide nuclear missile controls with a jail? No. You

also shouldn’t control nuclear missiles on a public web site. Can you provide customer web

sites in a jail? Probably, unless you have the sort of customers that get kicked off of one

provider after another. Consider the risks that you, your organization, and your customers

face.Even if you utterly trust the security provided by jails, they’re only one component of a

security strategy. You certainly need privilege management and properly applied encryption.



You need packet filters, proxies, and host- and network-based intrusion detection. Really, the

only optional component is the disturbingly large and muscular people with antisocial

personality disorder and spiked clubs.2If you don’t trust the security of jails for your application,

restraining applications via jails is still a great way to ensure that programs can’t interfere with

each other, satisfy conflicting software requirements, and complicate attackers’

lives.Documentation and HistoryBSD supported lightweight virtualization before any other

mainstream operating system. The earliest jail-type virtualization code appeared sometime

between the 18 July 1975 snapshot of UNIX v6 and the 7 May 1979 snapshot of UNIX v7. Poul-

Henning Kamp created modern FreeBSD jails in 1998. Many people have improved and

expanded them since, building an incredibly flexible lightweight virtualization platform. Features

were added, refined, and refined again.All this iterative development caused a documentation

problem.While the Internet is famed for obsolete tutorials, jails in particular suffer from old

documentation. Twenty-year-old mailing list posts will claim to solve your problem, and the

method given works—if you’re running FreeBSD 4.8 or earlier. If you want to manage System V

IPC facilities in a jail, documents claim it’s impossible and there’s a sysctl and there are per-jail

settings. You’ll find recommendations to configure jails in /etc/rc.conf and /etc/jail.conf. And

entire dynasties of jail management tools have risen and fallen.This book deals with all this

history by ignoring it.I present modern jail management, glossing over or outright skipping

older methods. Some folks prefer the older methods, and while there’s nothing wrong with that

you might as well start off learning the current way. If you’re researching a problem and find

advice that contradicts this book, check the date. That heavily-cited post from 2005 is likely to

be wrong. (If you’re still trying to use this book in 2035: I’m sorry.)PrerequisitesUnlike most of

my other books, FreeBSD Mastery: Jails is not an introductory book. Yes, it introduces jails—

but using jails effectively means understanding FreeBSD. You must understand ZFS snapshots

and clones. You’ll need a grip on devfs(5) and nullfs(5). I won’t explain pkg.conf or zfs

send.Similarly, you must understand networking if you want to use jails’ virtual networking

features. You can run basic jails without this expertise, but once you get into jail isolation and

firewalls you must understand bridges and routing tables. You want to set up a DHCP server for

your jails, or use PF to redirect connections to your single public address to the dozens of jails

tied to the loopback? Good for you! Not my problem.You can learn more about all of these

topics in the FreeBSD Handbook and FAQ, other online resources, or in other books I’ve

written, like the newest edition of Absolute FreeBSD (2018, No Starch Press) and the FreeBSD

Mastery books.Jails require no special hardware support. When you’re starting to learn,

though, I recommend dedicating a separate IP address on your test system to each jail. It isn’t

strictly necessary, but will simplify the learning process. Chapters 9 and 11 discuss sharing a

single IP address among multiple jails.I specifically focus on FreeBSD 12 and later, because of

vnet virtual networking support. Much of this book works on earlier versions of FreeBSD, but if

you’re installing a new jail host proceed directly to 12 or newer.Jails and ZFSZFS has a whole

bunch of features that enhance the power of jails, chief among them clones. Clones are

wonderful. Clones are powerful. Unwatched clones can destroy your system. Remember:

Clones grow.Even when you don’t do much with them.If you deploy a jail by cloning another

jail, the clone starts out using zero bytes. Every change to the filesystem increases the clone’s

size. Edit /etc/rc.conf? The clone’s size increases by the size of rc.conf. Upgrade the jail to a

new minor or major release? The clone uses enough space for all the new binaries. Testing a

database upgrade and churning the entire storage backend adds the database size to the

clone size. Logs increase the clone’s size.Clone growth isn’t a big deal when you have three or

four jails. With five hundred jails, that scripted freebsd-update upgrade might consume every



sector of disk you’ve got and demand more. Clone users must carefully monitor disk space.

Don’t blindly churn jail filesystems just because the tooling makes it easy. Don’t upgrade cloned

jails across major FreeBSD versions: upgrading FreeBSD 12 to FreeBSD 13 burns up any

space savings offered by cloning. Instead, install new jails for new FreeBSD versions.When a

storage pool fills, ZFS throws a tantrum. Recovering from a full pool is complicated. Sysadmins

using ZFS should reserve twenty percent of each pool’s space for an overflow dataset, to get

unmistakable but easily recoverable warning of disk capacity issues. It’s much easier to reduce

that reservation to fifteen percent and order new disks than recover from a completely full

pool.When using cloned jails, space reservations are not a suggestion. They are utterly

mandatory.Jail Management ToolsEvery jail management system is an add-on tool. Even the

base system’s /etc/jail.conf is an add-on tool. Jails are created and destroyed by running jail(8)

with a whole bunch of command-line arguments. The jail(8) command has built-in support for

parsing jail.conf and bootstrapping its own command-line arguments, but other tools can

generate those commands.Also, each additional jail increases system complexity. A minimal

standard jail has three mount points (/, /dev, and /dev/fd). A dozen jails equals thirty-six mount

points. Depending on the filesystem used, those might all be separate datasets or a mass of

directories. Each base jail brings at least a dozen mount points. Each jail has its own packages

and users.With all of this complexity, jails demand management tools. While we’ll cover

FreeBSD’s integrated jail management, if you intend to have many jails, consider an add-on

tool.This book uses the newest version of iocage (https://github.com/iocage/). Highly flexible,

iocage is the most popular tool for managing jails on a single host. It’s written in Python and the

developers respond to bug reports. The author takes reports of missing features as a personal

challenge; if this book says that iocage doesn’t support a feature, check the latest version to

see if that’s still true.Ezjail is one of the oldest jail management tools. Very popular in its time,

ezjail has not been updated for FreeBSD’s last few versions. I used ezjail, I liked it, but it’s sadly

out of date.BSDPloy (https://github.com/ployground/bsdploy) is a tool for DevOps-style mass

jail deployment built on top of the Ploy infrastructure. It integrates with other tools like Ansible

and Fabric. If you speak DevOps, consider Ploy and BSDPloy.CBSD (https://bsdstore.ru/) is a

hosting control panel for managing FreeBSD virtualization across multiple hosts. It does jails. It

does bhyve. It sings, it dances, it brings you coffee. If you don’t manage servers as much as

you herd them, and if you want bhyve as well as jails, look at CBSD. I don’t cover CBSD

because I haven’t yet written a bhyve book.And more: Fubarnetes (in Rust), jailctl, jailadmin,

iocell, pot, and more.No matter what jail management system you choose, in the medium-to-

long term you must understand what actions the tool takes. You need to understand the jail’s

underlying mechanisms. A jail might work great at setup, but when it goes sideways only your

comprehension and troubleshooting can restore service.Additionally, you must be able to

differentiate jail problems, FreeBSD issues, and management tool bugs. For that reason, this

book performs all jail configurations both by hand and with iocage. To differentiate, I call jails

that are managed with base system tools standard jails, while iocage-managed jails are iocage

jails. Iocage jails are perfectly standard, mind you, and you can perfectly emulate all iocage

functions using only the base system, but it’s a useful distinction when learning the

tools.Creating and removing jails is the smallest part of the problem. You must also manage

existing jails. While virtualization was created to divorce the operating system from the

hardware, many organizations use it as a way to kick problems further up the stack so that

maintaining all this crud becomes someone else’s problem. While I fully support delegating

routine maintenance to other people, host sysadmins share responsibility for the jails they

provide. Perhaps managing a jailed server is the web developer’s problem, but his problems



can escalate to become your problems. Host administrators can manage many issues more

simply than jail owners. Leverage your tools to simplify everyone’s lives, and tell your jail

owners that you’ll do so. While spending half an hour negotiating an operating agreement with

your coworkers is annoying, it beats spending days troubleshooting subtle problems created by

multiple systems administrators independently attacking one issue.What’s In This Book?You’re

reading Chapter 0.Chapter 1, The Jail Host, covers configuring your base FreeBSD install to

best support jails.Chapter 2, Jail Essentials, takes you through the core concepts of jails. You’ll

learn to set up a simple jail using both base system tools and iocage.Chapter 3, Jail

Management, teaches you about tuning, viewing, and otherwise herding jails.Chapter 4, Jail

Filesystems, discusses jail-specific aspects of filesystem management.Chapter 5, Packages

and Upgrades, covers different ways to perform these standard sysadmin tasks on

jails.Chapter 6, Space Optimization, discusses disk-saving tricks like clones and base jails, as

well as how they change software management.Chapter 7, Living in a Jail, covers some of the

differences of working inside a jail versus having access to the whole system.Chapter 8, Jail

Features and Controls, takes you through some of the special features that make jails more

than a chroot, like private System V IPC space, the ability to mount filesystems, securelevels,

and more.Chapter 9, Networking, goes into depth on how TCP/IP works in jails. We’ll discuss

virtual network stacks and bridges.Chapter 10, Extreme Jails, shows how you can use jails

inside jails and even run Linux in a jail.Chapter 11, Resource Restriction and Removal,

discusses preventing a jail from consuming the host. Or, alternately, how to give a jail more

access to your host than usual.Chapter 12, iocage Bonuses, introduces some features iocage

provides that make it a powerful choice over other base system jails.While jails have more

features than I can cover in a book, once you master the topics covered here, you’ll be able to

solve most of your jail challenges.1 Not a commonly deployed practice, mind you. But

recommended.2 Coating the spikes in your choice of nasty bacteria doesn’t help with the

current intrusion, but does deter future attacks. Word gets around.Chapter 1: The Jail

HostVirtualization is grand, but even with nested layers of virtual machines eventually you hit

an operating system installed on physical hardware. Yes, many components of modern

systems run their own internal operating systems, but we call those BIOS and firmware and

UEFI and try desperately to ignore them.1 Installing and configuring your host so that it can

most easily run jails will save you a bunch of later trouble.An intruder that cracks your host

gains control of all the jails running on that host. Plan from the beginning to run zero

nonessential services on the host. If it isn’t absolutely needed to manage the host, jail it. The

jail host needs SSH and timekeeping, so run them on a network interface not exposed to the

Internet. Web, database, and application servers? Untrustworthy critters, the lot of them. Jail

them all. Deny potential intruders even the smallest opportunity to ravage your host.If you want

to use virtual networking with jails, I strongly recommend using FreeBSD 12 or later. You can

do virtual networking with earlier versions of FreeBSD, but it’s moderately hideous and either

requires compiling a custom kernel or gluing a bunch of virtual interfaces together. It can be

done, but vnet in FreeBSD 12 vastly simplifies and stabilizes virtual networking.We’ll start with

storage, proceed to networking, and then look at detailed configuration of the host’s services

and kernel.StorageJails are all about storage. Yes, they need process management and

networking and all that, but those can be reconfigured without ripping everything out and

starting over. If possible, separate your jail data from the host’s data. On a host with several

hard drives, dedicate a couple of drives to your operating system and the rest to jails. If using

multiple multi-terabyte drives for a small operating system install feels wasteful, get a

mainboard with a couple of directly attached high endurance flash drives. Either way, mirror the



operating system drives with geom_mirror(8) or ZFS. Make your jail storage redundant as

well.Your filesystem needs to support standard Unix filesystem features, such as owners and

permissions and so on. Don’t try to build jails on a FAT filesystem, unless you’re looking to

amuse yourself with new and intriguing failure scenarios. Use either UFS or ZFS. If your host

can support ZFS, I recommend choosing it. Jails appeared when UFS was the only serious

filesystem option in FreeBSD, but ZFS has additional features that amplify and expand jails,

such as completely delegating datasets to a jail.Two filesystems that seem like obvious choices

for jails are nullfs and unionfs. We’ll make heavy use of nullfs, but more than one FreeBSD

developer has described unionfs as “a basket of panic.” The man page warns people not to use

it. Some people disregard that warning and report excellent results, while others suffer endless

agony. If you use unionfs and love it, good for you—but this book doesn’t suggest it and I won’t

recommend it.What about networked filesystems like NFS or AFS? Any networked filesystem

presents challenges, from the usual performance issues to strange edge cases that affect only

your precise configuration and the environment of one lone sysadmin who posted a desperate,

detailed plea for aid to Usenet in 1994, got no answer, and was never heard from again. If

you’re willing to cope with those problems when they manifest at the least convenient moment,

you can make jails work on a networked filesystem. The nfsuserd(8) daemon needed for

NFSv4 doesn’t interoperate well with jails, so you should probably use NFSv3 or

earlier.Remember, networked filesystems are not the same as networked disks. The

mechanism used to connect the disks to the host is irrelevant. Fiber channel and iSCSI are not

networked filesystems—they’re networked disks. They’re fine. Nobody has escaped a jail by

exploiting fiber channel. Yet.You’ll see documents declaring that you should run lsvfs(1) to see

the filesystems supported by the kernel, and to only use filesystems marked with the jail flag.

This indicates filesystems that can be safely managed from within the jail, not filesystems that

the host can use to provide storage to the jail. We’ll discuss managing filesystems from within a

jail in Chapter 8.This book’s examples of hand-crafted standard jails all go in the /jail

filesystem. Ideally, this is a separate set of physical media than your operating system. It could

use either UFS or ZFS. Any examples that run on UFS are by definition standard jails and

appear in /jail.Iocage works only on ZFS. I call my pool dedicated to iocage iocage, mounted

at /iocage. Any examples under /iocage by definition use iocage.Python uses fdescfs(5) to

improve performance. If you’re using iocage, enable fdescfs on the host with an /etc/fstab

entry.fdescfs /dev/fd fdescfs rw 0 0Each jail can have several mount points. Expect to have a

whole bunch of filesystem table files like /etc/fstab.Comment everything very, very well.

Document it all, or regret it.NetworkingThe rules of TCP/IP declare that only one process can

listen on a combination of IP addresses and ports at a time. You can attach a jail to any IP

address and port on a host, but if a process on the host or another jail is already attached to

that port and address, the jail won’t work properly. The most obvious example is with the SSH

server sshd(8). SSH normally attaches to port 22 on all IP addresses on a host. If your host

monopolizes port 22 on all of the jail addresses, none of the jails can use SSH on port 22.

They must use a different port, which adds complexity. “Hosts use port 22, while jails use port

23” is the sort of statement that makes people plot vengeance against sysadmins.When you’re

first learning about jails, use a simple host with a single network interface but multiple IP

addresses. Assign one IP exclusively for the host’s use. Bind all of the host’s services to that IP.

Once you understand the basics of jails, you can start on a production host with multiple

interfaces attached to different networks, VLANs, and all that fun stuff, but keep your initial test

environment simple. We’ll discuss more complicated network setups in Chapter 9.If you don’t

have the luxury of multiple IP addresses you must track which daemons in which jails get



bound to which IP addresses and ports, possibly on multiple distributed copies of a

cryptographically signed giant spreadsheet. This leads to telling users things like “add 61000 to

all your port numbers to find the services for jail 61. Yes, as in 61022, 61443, and so on.”2While

jails routinely piggyback on the host’s network stack, FreeBSD’s vnet(9) virtual networking

stack allows you to assign each jail a virtual network stack and its own routing tables. Each jail

can have a completely different routing table. We discuss this in Chapter 9.Protect your host by

reducing its network profile as greatly as possible. Identify open ports with sockstat(1) or

netstat(1). Remember, any service you run on the host is also a potential attack vector for

intruders. A new FreeBSD install defaults to having three daemons listen to the network:

syslogd(8), ntpd(8), and sshd(8).syslogdFreeBSD’s logger syslogd(8) proactively binds to UDP

port 514 on every available IP so it can send log messages to other hosts. If you don’t need

remote logging, or if your remote logging solution doesn’t use syslogd(8), disable syslogd’s

network access with -ss. (This will probably be the default in FreeBSD 13.)# sysrc

syslogd_flags="-ss"Security-sensitive organizations almost certainly require remote logging.

Lock syslogd to the host’s management IP with the -b flag.# sysrc syslogd_flags="-b

192.0.2.2"This frees up the syslogd port on other addresses for jails.ntpdAll jails take their time

from the host. FreeBSD’s timekeeper daemon, ntpd(8), listens to all available IP addresses.

There’s no way to restrict this with stock ntpd—you can bind ntpd to a single interface, but not

a single address. This is the one case where I’ll tell you to not worry about it, and to run

ntpd.Jails cannot change the kernel’s time. Even if you run ntpd in a jail, it can’t actually change

the host time. Any program running in a jail that connects to or from UDP port 123, as ntpd

does, is almost certainly trying to sneak through a packet filter. There’s no reason to make that

little trick easier. Have the host monopolize UDP port 123.If you worry anyway, disable the base

system’s ntpd(8) and install OpenNTPd. OpenNTPd has privilege separation as a

bonus.sshdEveryone manages Unix hosts with sshd(8). Your users will want to SSH into their

jails, and forcing them to use an alternate port will annoy them. That can’t be helped if all your

jails use the same IP, but in our ideal every-jail-has-its-own-IP world you’ll restrict the host’s

SSH daemon to a single IP. Use the ListenAddress keyword in /etc/ssh/sshd_config to restrict

which address OpenSSH’s sshd(8) uses.ListenAddress 192.0.2.2Ideally, this address is

reachable only from your management network.Chapter 9 takes you deep into jail networking,

but this should get you started.Enabling JailsFreeBSD has built-in scripts for starting and

stopping jails. The scripts read the configuration file /etc/jail.conf and feed the results to jail(8).

While it’s possible to configure, start, and stop jails entirely on the command line with the jail

command, as we’ll see in Chapter 3, those commands become tedious as the number of jails

increases. You’re better off using the configuration file and enabling jail management through

service(8).# service jail enableIocage uses configuration files stored with each individual jail.

When iocage starts, it reads its own configuration files and fires up jail(8) to create and start all

the jails you’ve flagged for automatic startup. Tell FreeBSD to start iocage at boot with service

iocage enable.You can use both jail management systems simultaneously. Jails configured in

jail.conf don’t inherently conflict with those managed by iocage. Both systems are merely front

ends to jail(8), after all. They might have administrative conflicts, such as both trying to bind to

the same IP address and port, but the two systems work independently. Iocage can manage

hundreds of your most common types of jail, freeing you up to painfully maintain a couple of

festering hand-tweaked artisan jails that require their own exotic weirdness.Iocage SetupFirst

off, iocage requires ZFS. If you don’t have ZFS, don’t try to use iocage. Find the current iocage

package with pkg search iocage , or pull the bleeding-edge version from github. Once you get

that far, though, iocage requires specific locale settings. Add the following to



$HOME/.login_conf.me:\:charset=UTF-8:\:lang=en_US.UTF-8:\:setenv=LC_COLLATE=C:Log

out and log back in to activate these locale settings.The first time you run any iocage

command, it automatically creates iocage datasets on your root pool. If you have a separate

pool for iocage jails, tell iocage about it before it spams your root pool. Point iocage at your

pool with the iocage activate command. Here I dedicate the pool iocage to iocage jails.# iocage

activate iocageZFS pool 'iocage' successfully activated.The iocage files get mounted at /

poolname/iocage. If you use a default install and the default root pool, as nobody does, all

iocage files appear under /zroot/iocage. Using a pool named iocage, the iocage files go under /

iocage/iocage. For brevity, and to avoid sprinkling horrible filenames like $POOL/iocage

throughout this book, all the examples use /iocage.If you mistakenly tell iocage to set itself up

on the wrong pool, use iocage clean -a to destroy all those datasets. For older versions of

iocage, you must zfs destroy -r whatever dataset has the iocage files.The first time you run

iocage it creates datasets for downloads, jails, templates, and all other iocage functions. If you

jump ahead and create your first jail, iocage will automatically prompt you to choose a release,

download it, and set up the jail for you. Or you can run iocage list to display all your iocage jails,

of which you have none yet. We’ll explain all those datasets throughout this book.Iocage has

experimental color output. I don’t use color here because this book will be printed in black and

white, but if you want colors in your terminal set the environment variable IOCAGE_COLOR to

TRUE.Reboot your host to verify that everything is secured as tightly as you thought, and that

the host restarts as expected. Once you’ve confirmed everything, you can start adding jails.1

Most sysadmins routinely pretend that it’s not turtles all the way down. It’s the only way we stay

sane. Sane-ish.2 Yes, you’ll be miserable—but the good news is, your users will be miserable

too! They’ll be steadfast allies in your battle for more IP addresses.Chapter 2: Jail

EssentialsWhile jails can have convoluted or highly specialized configurations, a simple jail on

a dedicated IP address is pretty simple. The jail itself requires a dedicated root directory, an IP

address, and a hostname. You’ll need an installation source for the userland. We’ll start by

using the FreeBSD native tools and proceed to iocage.Jails come in “thin” and “thick” varieties.

A thin jail is a ZFS clone of another jail. A thick jail is a full, independent copy of a FreeBSD

system. Our standard jails are thick jails, while iocage defaults to thin jails.To start with, we’ll

build two standard jails. One, loghost, runs rsyslogd to collect everything from your network,

while the second, logdb, runs PostgreSQL and aggregates those log messages.1 We’ll then

build two iocage jails, www1 and www2. We’ll use those to test apps to easily view the log

data.Each jail needs a root directory. Everything under that directory belongs to the jail. I name

my root directories after the standard jail hostnames. In this chapter I’ll use/jail/loghost and /jail/

logdb.Let’s start by discussing core configuration and networking.Jail NetworkingA jail’s

network connectivity is isolated from the host and from other jails. Each jail has an IP reserved

for its exclusive use. This sounds great, until you hit localhost and the loopback

interface.Theoretically, every computer that speaks TCP/IP has access to the loopback

interface as well as the loopback addresses 127.0.0.1 (IPv4) and ::1 (IPv6). These are artificial

constructs that mean “this machine right here.” A host can only have one loopback address

attached to it, and can’t delegate it to a jail. So how do jails get loopback addresses?The kernel

lies to them.
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Jacob, “One of the few technical books I read from start to finish.. I decided to start to

reconfigure my homeserver using jails to enable me to use package from some programs and

ports/poudriere for the programs.The information on the web are mostly cook books with

minimal explanation. Some of them outdated due to new functionality available. I reviewed a

view books on amazon and this one seemed the most details.Most technical books I use as

reference to jump to information I need. Although you can use the book for that I decided to

read it from start to finish to see if I could get a deeper understanding of jails.And it dit I read

the book in a couple of days and are now happily taking to get the most optimal setup for my

homeserver.”

Julie Percival, “Light weight virtualization.. This is the guide to using the most legendary

FreeBSD feature. It will help ease your way to light weight and proven virtualization with ease

and humor.Highly recommended for anybody with a systems administration background

looking to learn more about this very important feature.”

Jeff, “ioCage plugins!. Thorough review of freebsd jails.I had been using iocage jails for simple

things, but the author exposed more details I did not know about.The author does a good job of

injecting humor, keeping the reader alert.”

J. Noor, “Excellent. Excellent work. It’s really up-to-date and insightful. But more importantly, the

medieval devils wearing converse on the cover take the cake.”

Geoff Moraes, “MWL, as always, gives you that little extra detail than the handbook to learn

FreeBSD components. The timing for this book release is perfect; coinciding with my

exploration of the use of jails within FreeBSD. I've yet to read this book, however, the author

being Michael Lucas, I trust it will not disappoint.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great overview of FreeBSD Jails. I cut my teeth on Solaris Zones

(Containers) when they were released over a decade ago, which are somewhat similar to

FreeBSD Jails. Lightweight virtualization is very useful in specific use cases. Unlike several

other of Lucas' tech books, this is not intended for a novice - you should know general network

admin and FreeBSD (or any Unix-like) system admin because Jails are about segregating and

managing resources, and this book doesn't spend time on the basic resources themselves

(CPU, disk, network). The book highlights both the base system tools as well as add on jail

management tools for the whole jail lifecycle. Like most Unix admin resources, there are many

ways to do things, so learn each option from this book, then pick the method that works for you

and stick with it.”



Dragan Simic, “Very good book. I actually do not use FreeBSD, so I got this book to compare

Linux containers and FreeBSD jails. While I now feel a bit deflated, knowing that FreeBSD jails

are no longer an "ivory tower" feature of FreeBSD, I still respect the jails very much. Hey, the

jails were available in FreeBSD in the early 2000s!The book is very well written, with pretty

much no fluff. Of course, there's a healthy dose of dry humor, which makes the book very

readable. Also, the covers of the hardcover variant are a true fingerprint magnet.Please keep

in mind that you actually do not need this book to learn FreeBSD jails. Pretty much everything

about FreeBSD jails can be learned from the official FreeBSD Handbook and a small set of

FreeBSD man pages. However, the book is very well written so I'd recommend it to anyone

over using the previously-described online resources.Good job, Lucas. :)”

richardtoohey, “Informative, useful and humorous. As with all of Michael Lucas's books this is

spot on. The right amount of technical detail, how-tos, trouble-shooting and a dash of humour

to stop it being too dry.You can find a lot of this on the internet, in the man pages, or with trial-

and-error, but a book like this helps you from start to finish.”

Adronica, “Todo sobre Jails. El mejor autor sobre freeBSD sin duda. No sólo explica el cómo

sino el por qué. Además con un humor finísimo y una lectura muy agradable. Totalmente

imprescindible si usas jails con freeBSD”

Luca Ferrari, “Great book. As usual, a very great short and to the point book from mr. Lucas. I

really enjoyed reading it.”

Fernando Apesteguía, “Libro muy práctico. Excelente libro que recoge todas las técnicas para

trabajar con Jails (creación, actualización, clonado...)”

Ebook Tops Kunde, “Sehr gut!. Sehr gut!”

The book by Michael W Lucas has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 47 people have provided feedback.
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